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PEARS procedure and the difficulty to provide

evidence for its benefits

Personalised External Aortic Root Support (PEARS) in patients with a dilated aortic root and ascending aorta was estab-

lished some time ago although is still not fully recognised by the cardiovascular community.1

The ExoVascVR Personalised External Aortic Root Support (PEARS) is
a computer designed, custom-made implant to match individual aortic
root morphology. It was first introduced in 2004 as a conservative
surgical approach for Marfan patients with asymptomatic aortic dila-
tion.2–4 The concept and production of a personalized device was the

result of research and development between 2000 and 2004 when the
first operation was performed.2,5

Computer-aided design based on three-dimensional re-construc-
tion of magnetic resonance/computer tomographic (MR/CT) images, a
dedicated manufacturing method, and a refined surgical technique
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have all essentially remained consistent since inception without the
need for iterative improvement, different from valve-sparing root re-
placement (VSRR) and total root replacement (TRR). In 2011, PEARS
underwent health technology appraisal by the Interventional
Procedures Advisory Committee (IPAC) of the (British) National
Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE) with approval for se-
lected patients.6 Figure 1 summarizes the concept of PEARS from
manufacturing to clinical practice.

According to an internal audit in April 2020, PEARS had spread
through a few centres across Europe, Australia, and New Zealand, and
applied to 321 cases in 29 centres including 184 patients with Marfan
syndrome, 27 with bicuspidity, 21 with idiopathic aortopathy, and 19
with Loeys-Dietz syndrome. The concept has also been extended for
support of pulmonary autograft in the setting of a Ross operation in 29
patients. The interim analysis revealed a peri-operative mortality of
0.3%, and a short operation time as most PEARS surgeries were car-
ried out off-pump. Surveillance data over 16 years show no late com-
plications with regards to the index PEARS procedure.1,7 Despite such
a robust track record the operation has not really been accepted
widely as a pre-emptive intervention to avoid later complications, de-
spite widespread documentation of success over 16 years. Obviously,
PEARS is able to prevent further expansion of a mildly dilated aortic
root/ascending aorta, further dilation of the aortic annulus and expan-
sion of the sinotubular junction with no later valve incompetence or
aortic dissection.8 Surveillance in general has bee very reassuring.

At a recent meeting with a fellow cardiologist, I explained PEARS in
detail and how it could be used as pre-emptive surgery in preventing
expansion of the aortic root. I discussed this technology, now available
for selected patients after careful screening, and tried to portray this
innovation as a meaningful addition to the armamentarium of opera-
tions for patients with proximal aortopathy. Despite all success stories
and compelling argument for pre-emptive surgery at relatively low
risk, our discussion quickly ran dry when it came to randomized data
to prove the benefit of a new concept over standard treatment!

Certainly, there is no answer as there is no randomized data.
However, the question itself revealed the underlying dilemma when
advocating PEARS as a useful and beneficial intervention for asymp-
tomatic patients. Moreover, it became clear that the medical commu-
nity has a fixation on results of randomized controlled trials (RCT) to

establish a new method in a traditional environment. But are RCTs the
correct tool to evaluate pre-emptive surgery in a carefully selected pa-
tient cohort who has already shown benefit from it?9 Let’s just imagine
a RCT of PEARS against a standard treatment to prevent dilation of
the ascending aorta or the aortic root.

First, the only accepted preventive action today is a pharmacological
intervention using either beta-blockers or angiotensin converting en-
zyme (ACE) inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) to slow
the process of aortic dilation in Marfan patients with minimal success. If
you accept this as a pre-emptive intervention, a head to head compari-
son of patients with proximal aortopathy under preventive pharma-
ceutical therapy vs. another group under the same medication with
additional PEARS would be a way to design a RCT.10 Of course, cen-
tral elements of randomization such as blinding would not be possible
due to the nature of such a trial and sham surgery involving thoracot-
omy will probably not be ethically viable.11–13 Most researchers agree
that sham surgery may be considered only if conditions of scientific

Figure 1 (A) Model created with measurements from MRI. (B) Replica of the aorta in thermoplastic, from three-dimensional printing and the soft
macroporous mesh sleeve. (C) Relationship between support and the aortoventricular junction, the coronary, and brachiocephalic arteries. (D)
Before (D1) and 12 years (D2) magnetic resonance (MR) scans with complete conservation of the aortic root architecture.

Figure 2 Venn diagram of interaction among evidence, inference,
and experience as an important role of medical decision-making
when randomized controlled trial alone is not practical or existing.
Optimal judgement may rely on the amalgamation of observational
evidence, understanding of human biology, and patient preference as
well as surgical skills.
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necessity, minimal risk, and valid informed consent are all present
which however, is unlikely in such a scenario.14

Second, another potential scenario could be a comparison between
PEARS and other surgical approaches, e.g., aortic root replacement or
repair involving valve preservation. However, this would mean that
pre-emptive PEARS which ideally is invoked at a root diameter of 40–
45 mm is compared with a different surgical approach usually recom-
mended after reaching a critical threshold of 50 mm in Marfan aortop-
athy.15 This dilemma implies that both the demographic and anatomic
profile of patients qualifying for either of the two operations would be
different. A procedure probably most usefully applied early in the pro-
cess of progressive dilation (such as PEARS) would be compared to an
established operation intended for later in the dilation process, i.e.,
when reaching a critical threshold for replacement surgery (such as
the David and Yacoub procedures). In other words, it would be com-
paring PEARS with apples, certainly not scientifically sound for ran-
domization. Moreover, the nature of the operations is different, with
PEARS being a relatively short procedure not requiring cardiac arrest,
cardiac pulmonary bypass, or body cooling under normal conditions,
whereas David or Yacoub operations take longer, require a different
kind of expertise and certainly cardio-pulmonary bypass and hypother-
mic arrest over a lengthy period of time.16

Finally, while different conditions would not allow randomization
the discussion on endpoints in comparing totally different surgical
strategies would be futile and problematic with regards to suitable out-
come measures.10 It would just not be rational to compare surgical
strategies currently indicated for different reasons. Moreover, consid-
ering the relatively low prevalence of aortic dilation, any kind of RCT
in this setting is likely to be underpowered and take a long time to
complete recruitment and follow-up.

So, is it fair to challenge the success story of PEARS by requesting
results obtained by RCT? Looking back into the history of clinical medi-
cine, evidence supporting surgical procedures has usually been based
on observational studies.17 Reflection over two decades reveals that
less than half of surgical treatment recommendations could be
addressed by a RCT10 including both Yacoub and David procedures.
All surgical RCTs are conceptually hindered by factors including sur-
geons’ preferences, operative expertise, sources of funding, referral
pattern and selection bias. A Venn diagram (Figure 2) shows how infer-
ence interplays with evidence and expertise, all essential components
of successful surgery.

In addition, an important element of a RCT is the existence of equi-
poise,18 a situation with no evidence that one strategy is superior or in-
ferior to another. In the case of PEARS there is no such comparator,
neither surgically nor pharmacologically that could serve as a control

group. One could advocate a comparison of PEARS with nothing or
medication, which may however raise ethical questions considering
that PEARS is already proven to be safe and efficacious in halting dila-
tion of the aortic root/ascending aorta never shown by any other tech-
nology or pharmacology. With this in mind, the element of equipoise is
essentially non-existent, without mentioning medico-legal concerns
and surgeons’ preferences. Moreover, ideally equipoise should not
only exist in the medical community but also in patient groups.18

Other issues, such as blinding and sham interventions, fail to apply in a
comparative trial with PEARS, even when comparing it to VSRR with
another level of complexity. As already outlined, the indication for aor-
tic replacement surgery is an advanced stage of aortopathy whereas
PEARS is best applied in the early stage of aortopathy in asymptomatic
patients. Once again, the fundamental basis for RCT is just not present.

Considering all of the above, the basis for any kind of RCT involving
PEARS is absent and any comparative RCT is therefore futile. While
we believe that there is neither a conceptual scenario for a compara-
tive trial, nor justification for it, a way out of this dilemma remains a
compulsory registry19 documenting every case from all centres prac-
tising PEARS. An external body should monitor this compulsory regis-
try and demand complete data submission. Interested surgeons or
centres should be given the chance to train a dedicate surgeon in
centres with significant patient numbers.20 By using a uniform data col-
lection scheme and by submitting patients to the same aftercare and
follow-up, sufficient data will be provided over time to evaluate PEARS
even without any RCTs.

If we consider treating patients as our first priority, or even putting
ourselves in the position of a patient with aortic dilation, would we re-
ally choose no intervention or a pharmaceutical intervention only? Do
we believe that a dilated aorta, continuing to dilate, is going to stop di-
lating miraculously without intervention? And how does PEARS look
when compared with existing surgical options at a stage of advanced
dilation, i.e., TRR and VSRR?

Surely, we owe it to patients to consider not only conventional but
also low-risk innovative procedures now available for selected
patients. Finally, patients need to know about such innovative options;
with an increasing number of informed patients presenting, the ethical
risk of not considering innovative treatment may eventually extend to
a credibility risk for the Cardiologist concerned, or even for the entire
cardiovascular community.
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